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Are there ways for the poor man or woman to invest in metals?  Yes, if you have a good 

attitude and you are always working on your position of wealth.  Just don’t be negative.  You 

can collect nickels. All of the facts on it are right here, if you are interested. What if there is a 

financial collapse?  You could barter the nickel that is in nickels. It is valuable.   

Method # 1 

What Current U.S. Coin Can be Saved Right Now For Investment? 

And you can get it free or at face value! 

This one is so simple and unexpected! 

The Current Jefferson Nickel 

Believe it or not, it is the Nickel. Yes, .05 cent piece, made from the metal nickel. This is currently costing 

the US government .09 cents to product because of the availability of the nickel material, and this cost 

will only go up, until they discontinue making it, and at that time, the value will increase even more.  If 

an economic crash were to happen, this would be "probably" highly transferable and able to be 

bartered. Simply go to your bank and hand them $2 and ask for a roll of twenty nickels. Do this as often 

as you want. When they hand you the roll, you will have increased your investment by 80%. Hard to 

believe, isn't it? Don't overdo this, I get $10 at a time every few months. This is just a wise hedge against 

calamity. But they could be collectables one day even if no calamity, so you are ahead with a metal of 

value that costs you nothing. This idea for the money steward is purely profitable. 

 

If you have doubts about nickels, here is a blog that explains it more scientifically.  

https://survivalblog.com/nickels/ 



Method # 2 

 

Hot Silver Coin Tip! (half dollar) 

Word is out that the pre 1970 Kennedy half dollar can still be obtained at certain banks at face value. 

That means you can get one for .50 cents. But because it is 40% silver, it is worth over $4.00.  We are 

still testing this, but do know people that have done it.  Pre-1965 ones are 90% silver. 

 

Don't believe me again?  Read this blog insert from Stock Gumshoe, a group of stock 

experts! http://stockgumshoe.com/ reviews/retirement- millionaire/say-these-5-magic- words-to-your-local-

bank- teller-and-you-could-walk- away-with-a-handful-of-silver/ 

Watch the guy in this video actually go into a B of A and get $20 worth and find a 1964 half dollar in the 

lot, having over 90% silver.  https://youtu.be/_adF-iE84Z4  

Method # 3 

Visit garage sales.  There’s dozens of them every week in your area. You can Google them. Look at their 

jewelry and coin tables. That table is often in the garage, closer to the people.  You may see rings, 

necklaces, old coins etc.  Sometimes there is a whole box of it, which they may give you for an offer of 

$2 or $3 or $5.  Most of the time it is just junky stuff, which once you accumulate enough of, you can 

resell it in your own garage sale or at the flea market.  Sometimes though, people will put out gold that 

has a karat stamp on it, and not even know it. Sometimes, deceased grandma’s gold filling may be there, 

which may be pure gold. Look for gold chains, which might be real gold, or Sterling Silver silverware.  

Never pay much for anything, unless you are absolutely sure it is real gold.  Once you have enough gold, 

or silver, you can send it to a plant who will smelt it for you for a small fee. I have a few videos from 

pickers I found to help you understand garage seller’s mindsets, and also how to recognize silver and 

gold.  See the support page in the products.   

 

 

 



Method # 4 

Ok, this next one is over the top crazy, but, once you think about it awhile, it starts to make sense.  You 

collect pennies, or, copper in the form of pennies, because they are worth more than 1 cent.  If they 

ever stop making them, the copper value will go up even more.   This guy in a video here took his idea 

too far, but he feels these pennies are his retirement.  He also mentions they may barter well in a 

collapse.  If you can afford silver or gold, focus on that instead of pennies and nickels.  

Go see this:  https://youtu.be/LnFcwanZ_uI  
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